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It occassionally occurs in breeding practice that optimum phenotype of
the parental population differs from optimum phenotype of the offspring
population. The outstanding example of this is found with respect to the
traits growth-rate and mature body size in meat producing livestocks (e.g.
broiler poultry, beef cattle). In this case, rapid growth-rate, is a major
avenue for increased efficiency in the offspring animals raised for meat.
The strong genetic correlation between growth-rate and mature body size,
however, means that selection for growth-rate will increase mature body size
as well (Kinney, 1969; Cartwright, 1979). This reduces efficiency of the
overall enterprise by increasing growth and maintenance costs of the
reproductive population (Cartwright, 1979). The use of specialized sire
lines, selected intensely for rapid growth rate and used for crossing with
appropriate dam lines provides a partial differentiation of dam-line and
offspring phenotypes (Moav, 1966). An elegant advance on this approach,
presently being implemented in poultry, is the incorporation of a recessive
dwarf gene in the dam-line (Guillaume, 1976). The effect of the gene in the
offspring is eliminated by the use of an appropriate sire line, homozygous
for the alternative normal allele. Major genes for dwarfism, however, are not
found in other meat producing livestocks, and in general major genes effecting
economic traits are rare. Thus, this solution is not widely applicable.
Growth rate, however, is a polygenic character, and it is reasonable that
segregation at some of the relevant loci involves recessive alleles for
reduced growth rate (mature body weight). These alleles are the anlaog of
the recessive dwarf gene in poultry. Accumulation of such alleles in a dam
line would reduce female mature body weight while crossing the dam line with
a sire line selected intensively for growth-rate and hence close to fixation
for the alternative dominant alleles would eliminate the effects of the
recessive alleles in the offspring. Development of such a dam line requires
breeding methods that increase the frequency of recessive alleles for slow
growth-rate in a population, while simultaneously increasing or at least
maintaining the frequency of codominant and recessive alleles for rapid
growth rate. Breeding procedures that can achieve these goals are presented
in this paper.
THEORY
For purposes of, analysis we assume three classes of loci affecting
growth rate (mature body weight) with respect to their mode of gene action:
codominant (symbolized A,a); recessive for reduced growth rate (B ,b) ; and
recessive for rapid growth-rate (C,c). The class (B,b) are the analogs of
the recessive dwarf gene and are central to this study.
Table 1 gives genotypic values for the various classes of loci. It
should be emphasized that each genotype represents a class of gene action,
and in practice might include many individual loci.
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Table 1.

Genotypic values by clas3 of gene action

-a

Genotypic values
0

+a

Codominant

aa

Aa

AA

Recessive for slow
growth rate

bb

Gene action

Recessive for rapid
growth rate

Bb ,Bb

CC.Cc

CC

Using these genetic symbols, Table 2 gives genotypes and mean genotypic
values over all classes of loci for the desired dam line, sire line and
strain-cross offspring.
Table 2. Genotypes and mean genotypic values over all classes of
loci for dam-line, sire line and strain cross offspring

Mean genotypic
value

Line

Genotype

Dam line

AAbbcc

+0.33

Sire line

AABBcc

+1.00

Strain-cross
offspring

AABbcc

+1.00

Selection for rapid growth rate within a population segregating at all
three classes of loci will eventually produce the sire line genotype. Develop
ing the dam-line genotype, however, is more complex. Individuals having this
genotype can be recognized by the fact that they show relatively reduced
growth-rate phenotypically or in progeny test with dam-line females, but show
relatively high growth rate in progeny test with sire-line females. That is,
these individuals show a maximum difference between their performance as a
pure line and their performance in crosses to the male line. Detailed
analysis shows that selection on the basis of this criterion alone will not
affect frequency of the codominant A allele, but will increase the frequency
of the desired b and c alleles. Frequency of the desired A allele can be
increased as well by including a second selection stage. Table 3 shows two
of the more effective two-stage selection programs
with respect to their ability to change gene frequencies in the desired
direction. Numerical simulations (see next paragraph) show that Program 1
is somewhat more robust than Program 2, in the sense that it is less sensitive
to simulated changes in selection intensity or magnitude of gene effect.
Program 2, in turn, has the advantage of requiring only one progeny test, and
this to sire-line females so that commercial quality offspring are produced.
Since both programs require at least one progeny test, it is clear that they
can be applied to males only.
In the absence of epistatic effects or linkage between loci, hitchhiker
effects are not expected. Hence the effects of these selection programs on
gene frequencies can be calculated separately for each class of locus. This
was done by a deterministic simulation for each locus type separately. The
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Table 3. Two-stage selection programs to increase the frequency of
recessive genes for reduced growth rate (mature body weight) ,
while increasing the frequency of codominant and recessive
genes for rapid growth rate.

Selection
program

Selection criterion
Stage 2

Stage 1

i

Rapid growth of
cross-line progeny

Maximum difference between pure-line
and cross-line progeny

2

Slow phenotypic
growth-rate

Rapid growth of cross-line progeny

population at the first selection stage was considered to be a Hardy-Weinberg
mixture of three subpopulations, each comprising a single genotype, having
equal variances but differing in mean value according to their genotypic value
(for selection on the basis of individual phenotype) or breeding value (for
selection on the basis of progeny test). Selection from the entire simulated
population was carried out by truncation, and genotype proportions determined
within the selected fraction of the population. Using these proportions the
distribution of values was generated in a similar manner for the second stage
of selection, and a second truncation carried out. Gene frequencies in the
second stage selected fraction were taken to represent those in selected males,
and were combined with those of the unselected females to generate the geno
typic frequencies in the next generation. This procedure was repeated for
20 generations.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Table 4 shows gene frequencies separately for the three classes of loci
at 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 generation, for the two selection programs, assuming a
gene effect, a=0.2, the indicated proportions selected and initial genes
frequencies at 0.5 for all alleles. At the selection intensities postulated
both programs move gene frequencies in the desired direction with equal
effectiveness. At the postulated magnitude of gene effect, there is little
change in gene frequencies over the first 5 generations, but by generation
15, the lines are close to fixation for the desired alleles. Progress is more
rapid when gene effects are greater (data not shown)
Table 5 shows mean genotypic values of dam-line and cross-line progeny
over all classes of loci, by generation, assuming all three classes of loci
equally frequent in the population, and using the gene frequencies shown in
Table 4. It can be seen that the dam line value remains well below that of
the sire line, while cross-line progeny rapidly approach pure-bred sire-line
values.
DISCUSSION
The simulation results show that selection programs can be designed that
will increase the frequency of recessive alleles for desired traits of dam
lines (slow growth-rate, reduced mature body size, in our example) while
simultaneously bringing about an increase in the frequency of codominant
and recessive alleles for desired traits in strain cross progeny (rapid
growth rate, in our example). These can be used in any case where parent
trait requirements differ strongly from progeny trait requirements. The net
effect of the procedure is to produce a powerful heterotic effect for progeny
traits, when the dam-line developed this way, is crossed with the appropriate
sire-line.
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Table 4. Gene frequencies at 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 generations, for the
three classes of loci, assuming a gene effect a=0.2, the
indicated proportions selected, s, and initial gene frequencies
equal to 0.5 for two selection programs (see text and Table 3
for details) .

Generation

Selection program and proportion selected
Program :L
Program 2
Stage 1:: High cross-line
Stage 1: Low individual
progeny (s=0.6)
phenotype (s=0.3)
Stage 2:; Maximum difference
cross-line to
pure-line progeny
(s=0.5)
A
b
c

Stage 2: High cross-line
progeny (s=0.3)

A

b

c

0

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

5

0.65

0.62

0.82

0.65

0.63

0.79

10

0.81

0.79

0.97

0.82

0.79

0.96

15

0.91

0.91

0.99

0.92

0.91

0.99

20

0.95

0.96

1.00

0.96

0.96

1.00

Table 5. Mean genotypie values of dam-line and of strain-cross progeny
for selection Program 1, calculated from the gene frequencies
of Table 4, and assuming all three classes of loci equally
frequent.

Generation

Genotypic value
Dam-line
Strain-cross
progeny

0

0,00

0.50

5

0.29

0.76

10

0.42

0.92

15

0.37

0.96

20

0.35

0.98

The exact point at which the dam-line heterotic strain-cross progeny
combination becomes economically superior to the pure-bred sire line, or to
a dam-line, additive strain cross progeny combination will depend on the
proportion of total food intake going to the reproductive population, and
on numerous other agrotechnical factors. These are discussed in detail
elsewhere. Clearly, however, the point of superiority in such selection
programs would be reached fairly soon for beef cattle, but relatively late,
if at all, for broilers or turkeys.
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S U M M / t isY

Este articulo describe metodos selectivos de uso general en ganado
productor de carne.

El sistenia se basa en reducir el peso de las hembras

reproductoras sin afectar el ritmo de crecimiento de sus descendientes.
Una seleccion en dos pasos

leva a la acuraulacion de alelos recesivos

para ritmo de crecimiento reducido (con un efecto correlativo en el peso
del cuerpo en la madurez) en une linea de hembras que son cruzadas con
machos de rapido crecimiento, que poseen alta frecuencia
dominantes para ritmo de crecimiento acelerado.

de alelos

De este modo se annula

el efecto de los alelos recesivos para ritnc de crecimiento en los
descendientes para la venta.

El metodo de seleccion propuesto puede ser

modificado de manera de aumentar simultaneamente la frecuencia de alelos
codominantes y recesivos para ritmo de crecimiento acelerado permitiendo
deja estable el peso de les hembras reproductoras, mientras el ritmo de
crecimiento de sus descendientes aumenta.
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